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In this paper we consider the Krull-Schmidt-Grothendieck ring K(Q) for 
certain full subcategories Q of the category of quasihomomorphisms of finite 
rank torsion free modules over a Dedekind domain W. More specifically, we 
will be concerned with modules G such that W’ @ G is a Butler W’-module 
for some suitable finite integral extension W’ of W. We will usually also 
‘assume that the typeset of W’ @ G consists of idempotent types. 
Let K = K(@‘) and let N = nil rad K. By a strongly indecomposable 
domain in Q, we mean a W-algebra D which is a commutative integral 
domain and such that the underlying W-module of D is strongly indecom- 
posable and belongs to Q. If D is such a domain and G is any torsion free 
W-module, we let D-rank G = rank, Hom(G, D). We set P, = {[Cl - [H] E 
K ] D-rank G = D-rank H}. We let E be the subring of K generated by all 
[D] such that D is a strongly indecomposable domain in 5F. Consider the 
following four properties: 
(A) E is the subring generated by the idempotents in K. 
(B) As an abelian group, K = E @ N. 
(C) Each P, is a minimal prime ideal in K and N = 0 P,. 
(D) K=nK,, where the product is taken over the set of 
quasiisomorphism classes of strongly indecomposable domains in Q and 
each K, is a one-dimensional primary ring. 
THEOREM 1. Let W’ be the integral closure of W in a finite separable 
extension of the quotient field of W and let S be a finite lattice of idempotent 
w’-types. Let Q be the category of quasihomomorphisms of W-modules G 
such that W’ 0 G is an S-Butler W’-module. Then Properties (A)-(D) hold 
for K(Q). 
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THEOREM 2. Let Q be the category of quasihomomorphisms of W- 
modules G for which there exists a finite integral extension W’ as in 
Theorem 1 such that W’ @ G is a Butler W’-module whose typeset contains 
only idempotent types. Then Properties (A)-(C) hold for K(Q). Furthermore 
?? contains every strongly indecomposable domain whose quotient field is 
separable over the quotient field of Q. 
THEOREM 3. Let %Y be the category of quasihomomorphisms of W- 
modules G for which there exists a jinite integral extension W’ as in 
Theorem 1 such that W’ @ G is a Butler W’-module (with arbitrary typeset). 
Then Property (A) holds for K(Q). If D is a strongly indecomposable 
domain in g and pD = D for all but jinitely many prime ideals p of W, then 
P, is a minimal prime ideal in K(Q); otherwise, height P, = 00. 
The categories %Y we consider will always be full subcategories of the 
category of quasihomomorphisms of finite rank torsion free W-modules 
closed under quasiisomorphism, direct sums, direct summands, and tensor 
products. Since the Krull-Schmidt theorem holds in Q [6, Theorem 92.5, 
p. 1501, K(Q) is the free abelian group on the set of quasiisomorphism 
classes of strongly indecomposable modules in @. If x = C mi[Gi] - 
C nj[Hj] E K(Q), w ere h Gi and Hi are strongly indecomposable modules 
and mi and nj ‘are positive integers, then we can write x = [G] - [HI, where 
G = n Gri and H = n Hp. The commutative ring structure on K(Q) is 
given by the multiplication [G] [H] = [G @ H]. 
We write G z H to indicate that the modules G and H are isomorphic and 
G N H to indicate that they are quasiisomorphic. Except when emphasis 
seems required, we write G @ H, Hom(G, H), and rank G to mean G Ow H, 
Hom,(G, H) and rank, G. Other terminology and notation can be found in 
]6,91. 
1. BUTLER MODULES 
Recall that a type is a quasi-isomorphism class of rank 1 modules. A type 
t is called idempotent if t = t(A) where A is a rank 1 module such that A @ 
A -A; in this case, we can choose A to be a subring of the quotient field 
of W. If t is an idempotent type and G is any torsion free W-module, we set 
t-rank G = rank Hom(G, A), where A is a rank 1 ring such that t(A) = t. It 
follows from the isomorphism Hom(G @ H, A) “N Hom(G, Hom(H, A)) and 
the fact that Hom(G, A) is a free A-module that t-rank G @ H = (t-rank G)(t- 
rank H). Thus the mapping [G] ct t-rank G determines a ring morphism 
K(Q) + Z whose kernel we denote by P,. For any G, we let T(G) be the 
typeset of G, i.e., the set of all types t(A) such that A is a rank 1 pure 
submodule of G. We say that T(G) is idempotent if all its elements are idem- 
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potent types. For any t we let G(t) be the (pure) submodule of G generated 
by all rank 1 submodules A of G such that t(A) > t and we let G”(t) be the 
pure closure of the submodule generated by all rank 1 submodules A of G 
with t(A) > t. A module G is called a Butler module if G is isomorphic to a 
pure submodule of a completely decomposable module. If S is a lattice of 
types and G a Butler module such that T(G) c S, we call G an S-Butler 
module. If $Y is the category of quasihomomorphisms of S-Butler modules, 
we write K(S) = K(g). 
LEMMA 1.1. If G is a Butler module, then T(G) is finite and for all 
t E T(G) there exists a (non-unique) t-decomposable submodule G, of G such 
that G(t) = G, 0 G#(t). If such a G, is chosen for each t E T(G), then the 
inclusion maps G, -+ G induce a quasiepimorphism rp: n G, + G. For given t, 
tf G has no t-decomposable quasisummand, then ~(n,,, GJ is an essential 
submodule of G. 
Proof The first three assertions are proved in [5, Proof of Theorem 4, 
p. 2911. Thus if H is the pure closure of the submodule generated by all G, 
for s # t, then, up to quasiequality, G = G, + H. Then G/H is a 
homomorphic image of G,, hence is t-decomposable [6, Lemma 86.8, p. 1151 
and hence G = S @ H for some pure submodule S of G, [ 1, Example i, 
p. 2261. Thus G = H if G has no t-decomposable quasisummand. 
DEFINITION. The critical typeset T’(G) of a Butler module G is the set of 
types t E T(G) such that G, # 0. 
LEMMA 1.2. If t is an idempotent type minimal in T’(G), then t-rank G is 
the rank of a maximal t-decomposable quasisummand of G. 
Proof: If G = L @ G’, where L is t-decomposable and G’ has no t- 
decomposable quasisummand, then t-rank G = rank L + t-rank G’. Thus it 
suffices to prove that t-rank G = 0 if G has no t-decomposable 
quasisummand. But this follows from Lemma 1.1 since if t is minimal in 
T’(G) and s # t, then B(G,) = 0 for all 8: G + A such that t(A) = t. 
LEMMA 1.3. Let t be an idempotent type and G and H Butler modules 
such that G has no t-decomposable quasisummand. For each type s let 
submodules G, and H, be chosen as in Lemma 1.1 and let G’ and H’ be the 
submodules of G and H generated-by all G, and H, for s # t. Then G @ H is 
quasiequal to the submodule generated by G’ 0 H, and G 0 H’. Furthermore 
if t is minimal in T’(G) U T’(H), then t & T’(G 0 H). 
Proof: By Lemma 1.1, G @ H is quasiequal to (G @ HJ + (G OH’). It 
thus suffices to see that G @ H, is quasiequal to G’ 0 H,. By Lemma 1.1, 
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G/G’ is a torsion homomorphic image of G,, so there exists a short exact 
sequence 0 -+ M -+ G, + G/G’ + 0, where rank M = rank G,. Since t is idem- 
potent, M @ Ht and G, @ H, are both t-decomposable, hence are quasiequal 
by [9, Lemma 1.2, p. 2901. It follows that (G/G’) 0 H, has finite length, as 
required. The final assertion of the lemma follows immediately. 
PROPOSITION 1.4. If G and H are Butler modules with idempotent 
typesets and 59 is a category that contains them, then [G] - [H] is nilpotent 
in K(V) I$ and only if t-rank G = t-rank H for all idempotent types t. 
Proof The necessity is clear since t-rank is a ring morphism from K(5F) 
into Z. Now suppose t-rank G = t-rank H for all idempotent ypes t and 
choose a finite lattice of idempotent types S such that G and H are S-Butler 
modules. If t E S, we define depth t to be the length m of a maximal chain of 
ascending types t = t, < ... < t, with all ti E S. If t is a minimal type in 
T’(G)U T’(H), then by Lemma 1.2 the maximal t-decomposable 
quasisummands of G and H are quasiisomorphic, so we may suppose that G 
and H have no such quasisummand. It is now easily seen that G 0 G, 
G @ H, and H @ H are S-Butler modules and that if s E T’(G @ G)U 
T’(G 0 H) U T’(H @ H), then s > t for some minimal element E T’(G) U 
T’(H). By Lemma 3, s > t and so depth s < depth t. It now follows by 
induction on depth that ([Cl-[H])*=[G@G]+]H@H]-2[G@H] is 
nilpotent. 
LEMMA 1.5. Let S be a finite lattice of idempotent types, K = K(S), E 
the subring of K generated by all [A], where rank A = 1, and let 
8: K + n, Z be given by B(x)(t) = t-rank x. Then 6’ restricts to an 
isomorphism of E onto ns Z. 
Proof It is easily seen that if 0 # x E E, then t-rank x # 0 for some t, so 
that the restriction of 8 to E is manic. Now let y E n, Z and let m be the 
largest integer such that there exists t E S with y(t) # 0 and depth t = m. If 
ti = t(Ai) are the types in S with depth m, then O[A,](s) = 0 for s 3 ti, so that 
y - ,YJ y(ti) B[A,] E 8(E) by induction on m. 
PROPOSITION 1.6. If S is a finite lattice of idempotent types and 
K = K(S), then Properties (A)-(D) holdfor K and the ideals P, are precisely 
the minimal prime ideals in K. 
Proof Note that if D is an integral domain which is a Butler module, 
then D is homogeneous, hence completely decomposable [5, Theorem 3, 
p. 6901 and thus if D is indecomposable, rank D = 1. Thus the ideals P, are 
precisely the prime ideals mentioned in Property (C). Now if B is given as 
above, then, by Proposition 1.4, Ker 8 = 0 P, = nil rad K = N and K = 
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N @ E by Lemma 1.5. Since the P, are the inverse images of the minimal 
prime ideals in K/N z ns Z, it follows that they are the minimal prime 
ideals in K. Since the types in S are idempotent, if rank A = 1, then [A ] is 
idempotent, so E is generated by idempotents. Since K = E @ N, it follows 
that E is precisely the subring generated by the idempotents in K. Finally, 
since idempotents modulo N lift, we see that K = n, K,, where 8(K,) z Z, 
so that K, is a one-dimensional primary ring. 
PROPOSITION 1.7. If S is any lattice of idempotent types and K = K(S), 
then Properties (A)-(C) hold. Furthermore, K is an integral extension of Z 
and if P is any minimal prime ideal in K, then K/P z Z. 
Prooj K is the direct union of the subrings K(S’), where S’ ranges over 
the finite sublattices of S. Properties (A) and (B) are thus immediate from 
Proposition 1.6 and N = n P, by Lemma 1.4. Since K = E @ N and every 
idempotent or nilpotent element in K is obviously integral over Z, K is an 
integral extension of Z. Since K/P, - Z, it then follows that each P, is a 
minimal prime ideal in K [4, gV.2.4, Corollary, p. 3431. Finally, if P is any 
minimal prime ideal in K, then P n Z = 0, so that K/P has characteristic 0. 
If x E K, then Property (B) implies that x - JJ niei (mod P), where the e, are 
a finite set of mutually orthogonal idempotents and n, E Z. There can be at 
most one ei & P and then 1 - ei E P. Thus x = ni (mod P) so that K/P z Z. 
Remark. The minimal prime ideals in K(S), for S idempotent, can be 
described by reasoning analogous to that of [7, Chap. 21. If x E K, let 
Z(x) = {t E S ) t-rank x = 0). Then the family of sets Z(x) is easily seen to 
be the Boolean algebra B generated by the sets [t, co] = {s E S 1 s > t}. The 
minimal prime ideals in K then correspond to the ultrafilters in B: If U is 
such an ultrafilter, then P, = {x E K I(3F E U)(Vt E F) t-rank x = 0). 
PROPOSITION 1.8. Let Q be the category of all Butler modules. Then 
Property (A) holds for g. 
Proof: By previous reasoning we see that K = E @ n P,, where E is the 
subring generated by the classes of rank 1 modules with idempotent ypes 
and the intersection is taken over all idempotent types. Now if e + x E K is 
idempotent, with e E E and x E r) P,, then so are -ex and x( 1 - e). Thus to 
see that all idempotents are contained in E, it suffices to see that n P, does 
not contain any nontrivial idempotent. Let x = [G] - [H] E n P, be idem- 
potent, where G and H have no quasisummands in common. As in the proof 
of Proposition 1.4 we see that if t’is minimal in T’(G) U T’(H), then t is not 
idempotent. But since x = x2 = [G @ G] + [H @ H] - 2[G @ H], we see that 
if s E T’(G) U T’(H) then s > tt’ where t and t’ are minimal and hence not 
idempotent. But then tt’ > t. If s is chosen to be minimal in T’(G) U T’(H), 
this is clearly a contraction. Thus x = 0. 
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2. GENERAL CASE 
Let Q be the quotient field of W and Q’ a finite separable xtension of Q. 
If D is a W-subalgebra of Q’, we let D’ denote its integral closure in Q’. Let 
S be a finite lattice of idempotent W/-types and 5? be the class of all finite 
quasidirect sums of W-subalgebras D of Q’ such that t(D’) E S. 
LEMMA 2.1. Suppose that Q’ is a Galois extension of Q. Let D be a 
strongly indecomposable W-subalgebra of Q’. Then W’ @ D - n Ai, where 
the Ai constitute the orbit of D’ under the action of Gal(Q’/Q). 
Proof: Let L be the quotient field of D. Since Q’ is Galois over Q, there 
is an isomorphism of rings Q’ @L -+ JJ Q’, where the product is indexed by 
Gal(Q’/Q)/Gal(Q’/L) [3, $VIII.& Proposition 3, p. 1 lo]. This restricts to a 
monomorphism 19: W’ @ D + n Ai induced by maps w @ d k-+ woi(d). Here 
A, = D’ and Ai = ai( where the oi are a set of representatives for the left 
cosets of Gal(Q’/L) in Gal(Q’/Q). By [ 10, Lemma 2.41, Gal(Q’/L) is the 
stabilizer of D’ in Gal(Q’/Q), so that the A, in fact constitute the orbit of 
D’. Since W’ @ D and l-J Ai are both isomorphic to direct sums of copies of 
D, a comparison of ranks shows that 0 is an isomorphism. 
We now deal with the case when Q’ is only supposed separable over Q. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let G be a strongly indecomposable W-module such 
that W’ @ G is an S-Butler W’-module. Then G is isomorphic to a subring 
of Q’ if and only if W’ @ G is quasi-isomorphic to a completely decom- 
posable W’-module. 
Proof: If G is a domain, then W’ @ G is a commutative ring contained 
in the semisimple algebra Q’ 0 Q’. It follows that W’ @ G is quasi- 
isomorphic to a product of domains [2, Theorem 3.4, p. 691. But a Butler 
module which is a domain is completely decomposable [7, Theorem 3, 
p. 6901. Conversely, suppose that W’ @ G is completely decomposable. We 
may suppose without loss of generality that Q’ is Galois over Q. Since 
W’ @ G is clearly invariant under the action of Gal(Q’/Q), it must be a 
direct sum of completely decomposable modules of the form given in 
Lemma 2.1. Thus W’ @ G - W’ 0 n D,, where the D, are domains, and by 
[ 10, Lemma 3.11 G - n D,. Since G is strongly indecomposable, we see 
that in fact G - D,. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let G be a torsion-free W-module. Then the following 
conditions are equivalent: 
(1) W’ @ G is an S-Butler module; 
(2) G is isomorphic to a pure submodule of a module in 2; 
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(3) G is isomorphic to a homomorphic image of a module in g. 
Proof: (1) => (2) and (3): Since the types in S are idempotent, every 
rank 1 W’-module with type in S belongs to 3. Thus all S-decomposable 
W’-modules belong to g’, hence the S-Butler module W’ @ G is a pure 
submodule and also a homomorphic image of a module in g. But since W’ 
is quasi-isomorphic to a free W-module [4, gV.1.7, Corollary 1, p. 3181, G is 
both a pure submodule and a homomorphic image of W’ @ G. 
(2) or (3) 3 (1): If G is a pure submodule or homomorphic image of a 
module L, then W’ @ G has the same relation to W’ @ L. But if L E kb, then 
by Proposition 2.2 W’ @ L is completely decomposable, so that W’ @ G is a 
Butler module [ 9, Proposition 1.4, p. 29 11. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Let D be strongly indecomposable domain contained 
in Q’ and let t be the type of the rank 1 W’-module D’. Then if G is any 
torsion free W-module, D-rank G = t-rank( W’ @ G). 
Proof: Let m = [Q’ : QD], so that D’ - Dm. Then 
m(t-rank W’ @ G) = m(rank,, Horn&W’ @ G, D’)) 
= rank, Horn&W’ @ G, D’) = rank,, Hom,(G, 0’) 
= m(rank, Hom,(G, D)) = m(D-rank G). 
Proof of Theorems 1 and 2. Let %?’ be the category of S-Butler W’- 
modules and let Q be the category of modules G such that W @ G is in Q’. 
Let K = K(Q) and K’ = K(Q’). Identify K as a subring of K’ by the 
embedding [G]+ [W’@G]. (Note that (W’@G)Ow,(W’@H)z W’@ 
(G@H) and that W’OG- W’@H if and only if G-H [lo, 
Corollary 5.21.) Then K’ is integral over K since it is, in fact, integral over 
Z. Thus the minimal prime ideals in K are those of the form K n P,, and, by 
Proposition 2.4, K n P t = P,. Furthermore if E is the subring of K generated 
by all [D] with D E 9 and E’ is the subring of K’ generated by all S- 
decomposable modules, then E = E’ n K by Proposition 2.2. Proposition 1.6 
now shows that Property (C) holds and that E contains all the idempotents 
in K. Now if D, and D, are strongly indecomposable domains which are not 
quasi-isomorphic, then W’@ D, and W’ @D, have no rank 1 
quasisummands in common, as can be seen by passing to the galois closure 
of Q’ over Q and applying Lemma 2.1. If one now defines depth(D) to be the 
maximum of depth(A), where A ranges over the rank 1 W’-quasisummands 
of W’ @D, then the remainder of Theorem 1 can be easily proved by 
induction on depth, analogous to the proof of Proposition 1.6. Theorem 2 
then follows from Theorem 1 by the same direct union argument used for 
Proposition 1.7 and by Proposition 2.2. 
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LEMMA 2.5. Let M,, M, ,... be a disjoint family of infinite sets of prime 
ideals in W and for each i let Ai be the submodule of Q generated by the 
fractional ideals p-’ for all p E Mi. Let K = K(Q) for any category SF 
containing all the rank 1 modules Ai. Then [A,], [AZ],... is a regular K- 
sequence, i.e., each ]A,,] is not a zero divisor modulo the ideal generated by 
[A,],..., [A,-,]. 
Proof: Suppose x & ([A,],..., [A,-,]). Write x = C mi[Gi], where the Gi 
are strongly indecomposable and mutually non-quasiisomorphic. Since 
PA,, #A,, for all prime ideals p of W, it follows that for any G, G zz 
Hom(A,, A, @ G) [ 11, Proposition 1, p. 1901. This shows that the modules 
A, @ Gi are strongly indecomposable and mutually non-quasi-isomorphic 
(and for n = 1 shows that [A,] is not a zero divisor.) It thus suffices to see 
that if [Gil is not a multiple of any of [A,],..., [A,-,], then neither is 
[A, @ Gil. But for any k = l,..., n - 1, there exists an element g E Gi and an 
infinite set of primes p E M, with g CZ pG,. Then 1 @ g I$ p(A, @ Gi) (since 
Mi and M, are disjoint), so that [A, @ Gil is not a multiple of [Ak]. 
LEMMA 2.6. Let R be a commutative ring, p a prime ideal, and e an 
idempotent such that e 6? p and pn Re is a minimal prime in the ring Re. 
Then p is a minimal prime in R. 
Proof Note that pn Re = pe and since p (7 Re is minimal, if p’ is a 
prime in R with p’ c p, then pe = p’e E p’. Since e 6$ p’, it follows that 
p’ = p. Thus p is minimal. 
Proof of Theorem 3. If e = 2 ni[Gi] is an idempotent in K, where the Gi 
are mutually non-quasi-isomorphic and strongly indecomposable, and if W’ 
is chosen so that all the W’ @ Gi are Butler W’-modules, then 
Proposition 1.8 shows that the W’ @ Gi are all completely decomposable 
with idempotent ypesets. Then Proposition 2.2 shows that the G, are all 
domains, so that e E E. Together with Theorem 2, this shows that E is the 
subring generated by the idempotents in K, i.e., Property (A) holds. Now let 
D be a strongly indecomposable domain. If pD = D for almost all prime 
ideals p in W, let e = [Q n D]. Note that if G w (Q n D) @ H, then pG = G 
for all but finitely many p, so for any W’ the typeset of W’ @ G is idem- 
potent. Thus by Theorem 2 P, n eK is a minimal prime ideal in eK, so that 
P, is minimal in K by Lemma 2.6. On the other hand, if pD # D for 
infinitely many prime ideals p, partition the set of such primes into a coun- 
table disjoint family of infinite sets M,, M, ,... and let A,, A *,... be rank 1 
modules constructed as in Lemma 2.5. Then since D is homogeneous, we see 
that Hom(Ai, D) = 0, i.e., [Ai] E P,. It now follows from Lemma 2.5 that 
height P, = co [8, Theorem 132, p. 951. 
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